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 With the booming property market in Malaysia and continual escalating prices  of properties, various  property buyers  
often find themselves  resorting to downgrade their ideal home from a two-storey linked house to a two-bedroom condominium. If 
you are a prospective first-time homebuyer, you are likely to encounter the first of many challenging decisions  which is  to either 
get a beginner home or save up for your eternal home.  Everyone tends  to define differently on what constitutes  a “beginner 
home” or an “eternal home”.  

Generally, a beginner home entails  a joyful living for the homebuyers  for at least five years  or merely something that is  ideal for a 
single individual. On the contrary, an eternal home refers  to a home that homebuyers  can envision themselves  living for the rest of 
their lives  when they start a family. As  of late, home-buying behaviours  have fluctuated as  much as  interest rates. First-time 
homebuyers  tend to shop for homes  that fit their budget rather than preference. Be it a beginner home or the wait for your eternal 
home, there are pros  and cons  to take note. There are benefits  when purchasing a beginner home now instead of waiting for years 
to purchase an eternal home. First of all, the latest base lending rate of 6.6% is  the lowest in the past 10 years. Experts  and 
economists  have forecasted that this  rate will increase some time this  year. If you believe that a good mortgage rate is  not a feasible 
reason to compromise on your first home, think thoroughly. The rate whereby you borrow will affect your monthly payment and 
the amount of  interest over the life of  the loan.
  
According tp Dr. Lee Ville, Director of New Bob Group, “Apart from that, we should also take note of the property appreciation. 
Purchasing a beginner home may help to hasten your goal of obtaining a high-end eternal home.  Consider purchasing property 
that will appreciate  and give you sufficient equity to put into your eternal home should you sell it in a few years time”. 

In addition, there are crucial things  to avoid among those who purchase a beginner home. The biggest setback in purchasing a 
beginner home is  to invest  in a property that is  not able to appreciate in value or has  difficulty being rented out. There are not 
many people in their 30s, let alone in 20s  can afford their dream home in this  era.  With home prices  and cost of living spiking up, 
even a dual-income household is  not adequate for any household to sustain a living in urban areas. Thus, waiting for an eternal 
home may result in an eternal wait as property prices do not display signs of  slowing down anytime soon. 
So, start aiming for the middle ground and select your first home before it's  too late. It's  viable to consider the price difference 
between a potential beginner home and your ideal dream home. If the difference can be saved is  merely a year, do consider to 
wait. Nonetheless, if the difference between your RM250,000 one-bedroom  condo and your RM600,000 dream double-storey 
terrace house requires more than 5 years to save up, do aim for a middle ground.  

Dr. Lee Ville also added, “To make a headstart on property investment among beginners, one may turn to New Bob Group, an 
iconic and pioneer real  estate company in Penang. We offer a comprehensive selection of properties  at reasonable rates  ranging 
from the affordably priced “River Tropics” condo in Permatang Pauh ( from RM300,000 onwards). As  for penang island are the 
commercial suites  called “Tropic Suites” ( from RM400,000  onwards) to  lavish three-storey bungalows  called “The Manor” and 
“Preston Oaks” (from RM5 million onwards). I strongly encourage everyone especially first-time buyers  to   start investing in 
property for a secured future”. 

Should first-time property buyers opt for                 
! ! !      beginner home or eternal home? 

Adapted from: 
http://www.imoney.my/articles/first-property

http://www.imoney.my/articles/first-property
http://www.imoney.my/articles/first-property


   
	 	

New Bob wins big at the 

2014 ERA Asia Pacific Business Conference 

NB Realty
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New Bob Realty recently took part in the prestigious  ERA Asia Pacific Business  Conference held at Suntec Singapore 
Convention and Exhibition Centre on 21st February 2014. The annual conference showcases  leading realtors  and 
industry's  top experts  from across  asia pacific to address and discuss  about pertinent issues revolving around real estate 
investment, singapore property market outlook and “US Fed Tapering-impact on Singapore and housing market”.

The conference was  spearheaded by three renowned keynote speakers  namely Lock Mun Yee (property analyst), Nanz 
Chong-Komo (Founder of Nanz-Inc Group) and Jimmy Koh (Managing Director for UOB's  Investor Relations  and 
Research). To honour top realtors  across  Asia Pacific, four proud agents  from New Bob were awarded the 2013 top 
achievers.Among the deserving winners are:

1)   Michelle Lai (First Runner-up)
2)   Ooh Pei Hoon (Fourth position)
3)   Lim Chiew Chooi (Seventh position)
4)   Nickolas Lim (Tenth position)

The best highlight of the conference was the  impressive win by New Bob Realty, represented by Dr. Lee Ville (the 
Director of New Bob Group) where it garnered the fifth position under the ERA Asia Pacific Top 5 Member Brokers/
Managers category. 

Prior to the conference, a full day training was also conducted among Era members  from as  far as  Japan,Korea, Taiwan, 
Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia at hersing hub, balmoral room on 20th February 2014 in Singapore. The training 
involved the topic on “Franchise Sales” by Marco Roca and followed by an insightful meeting with ERA Asia Pacific 
Heads  where members discussed topic concerning ERA operations  in respective Asia Pacific countries. Era Malaysia was 
represented by Dr. Lee Ville throughout the course of  the training. 
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New Bob’s Latest Project 
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New Bob Realty recently participated in two property fairs  to initiate the soft-launch of its  latest development, River 
Tropics. In conjunction with  MAPEX  property exhibition, the property fair was  first held in G Hotel on Level 2 from 
2nd  - 4th February 2014 at 10am-8pm.  

The MAPEX  fair was then followed by the Gurney Plaza property fair which was  held on the ground floor from 6th - 9th 
February 2014 at 10am-10pm. Both property fairs were well-received with many enthusiastic visitors  and avid investors 
who turned up and showed their immense interest in the project. 

As we go along the way, you can expect from us  more attractive deals, exciting events  and great savings in future. Whether 
for investment or to simply hunt for a dream home, call us now to secure your wealth with real estate! 



NB tropics
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 New Bob sets  to add another astounding project 
to its  ever-evolving repertoire which is  the refurnishing 
and refurbishment of its  existing “NB  Two” tower. Sited 
in the thriving Bagan Dalam in Butterworth, the 
commercial suite is  never far from modern amenities. A 
short distance drive are hypermarkets  namely Econsave 
and Billion as  well as  schools, convenient stores, bustling 
business  district centre, hospitals  and worship places 
(church and mosque). 

Some of the units  also come with the breath-taking 
seaview due to its  close proximity to the Penang 
Terminal Ferry, a mere 5 minutes  drive. This  paves  way 
for tenants  to have the flexibility  to travel to Penang 
anytime. A high-end fully-furnished commercial suite 
development, it consists of  114 units with 18 floors.

The built-up of the modern style commercial building 
starts  from 609-1558sq ft. Among the facilities  offered 
include the dipping pool in common area, landscaping 
(outdoor garden) and a possible gym. It will be launched 
soon and is  expected to be completed within 2 years 
time. Do stay tuned with us for more exciting updates. 

Sneak peek of New Bob's 

 new commercial suite project
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